Research and Evaluation: CR4YC
Evaluation of the first year of CR4YC will be based on:

• Case studies of approximately 80 children (one for each ECE/teacher) that focus on Social

and Emotional Learning and are connected to the Social and Personal Core Competency
o Instruments:
▪ Case Study Cover Sheet
▪ Observations of Social and Personal Competence
▪ Case Study Summary (not included ii this file)

• ECEs’/teachers’ observations and reflections about the strategies they use to develop and
support SEL for children/groups (approximately 200 separate observations collected
throughout the project)
o Instruments:
▪ Recording and Reflecting on Teaching/Support
▪ Advice/messages to colleagues (not included in this file)

All data collection and analysis will be:
o purposeful seeking to explore, identify and develop effective practices for supporting the
development of social personal and personal competence of young children
o strength-based, focused on the competencies and development of the young children in this
study
o collaborative, involving ECEs/teachers as well as project leaders and consultants
o honouring of the voices of children and their families
o open and transparent
o aware of place – tailored to and informed by local settings
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Coding and submitting data
What are we collecting?
• One record of codes and questions for each district or group of districts
• Case study forms for “wonder child” are submitted after each meeting, except Meeting 1,
and include:
• Case study cover sheet (Meeting 2 only)
• Observations of Social and Personal Competence
• Case study summary (final meeting)
• Recording and Reflecting on Teaching/Support (starting with meeting 3)
• Message to colleagues (second last meeting)
Who? When?
• The ERA submits the forms as soon as possible after the meeting. In some cases, the
facilitator may assist with the submission. Generally, it’s a good idea to copy the facilitator
on whatever you are submitting.
Where?
• E-mail to Sharon J: sjeroski@shaw.ca
• Please put your district name & what you are submitting in the subject line—it helps me
so much! For example:
SD61 cover sheets
SD39 obs mtg 3

etc.

Format
• WORD if possible. If ECEs/teachers are sending you WORD files, just attach them all to one
e-mail and send to me. If they are correctly coded, it’s easy for me to deal with.
•

I know that many ECEs/teachers prefer to create handwritten records that will then be
scanned and come as pdfs, and that is just fine. However, if you are sending pdfs, please
send EACH ONE AS A SEPARATE FILE. At the end of the project, I need to construct
individual case files for EACH child (and there will be over 80 of them) –it is just so much
easier to create folders when I don’t have to first find them and then extract each one from
a pdf file!
I think most scanners have an option that allows you to choose individual files for each
page, or one file for all, so it shouldn’t take much more time for you.

Coding
• The coding is essential in creating individual case files for analysis at the end of the
project. Coding also helps to protect child and ECE/teacher identities, and that’s
important. The key things to remember in coding are:
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Each ECE/teacher/child needs to have a unique code that includes the SD. You can
use numbers or letters. ECE/teacher’s initials are ok (but not children’s). Use the
same code for ECE/teacher and child.
This code needs to be used consistently from one meeting to another
Each document needs to be identified in a unique way. For example:
CS for cover sheet
O for observations
RT for reflect on teaching
SUM for summary
SOME examples:
SD41ACS – Burnaby child/ECE/teacher A’s case study cover sheet
SD41AO2 – Burnaby child/ECE/teacher A’s second observation
SD41ART1 – Burnaby ECE/teacher A’s first recording/reflecting page.
SD41ASUM – Burnaby child/ECE/teacher A’s case study summary
•

As long as the codes are unique and consistent, it will work for me.
If you have any questions/doubts about the coding and submissions, please just e-mail
and ask – most of you know by now that I can answer pretty quickly.
Overview/Summary:
• Meeting 1 nothing submitted, but do start assigning codes and making a list of
ECEs/teachers for Group Codes and Questions. (complete it at meeting 2)
•

Meeting 2: Collect (electronically) and submit:
o Case Study Cover Sheet including an Observation of Social and Personal
Competence for “Wonder Children.”
o Group Codes and Questions (should be pretty much complete)

•

Meetings 3-5: Collect and submit:
o Observations of Social and Personal Competence (for “Wonder
Children”)
o Recording and Reflecting on Teaching/Support (Meetings 3, 4, 5, 6)

•

Meeting 6: Case Study Summary including an Observation of Social and
Personal Competence for “Wonder Children.” Note: the case study summary form
is still being developed and is not included in this package.
We will also be collecting ECEs’/teachers’ messages/advice to colleagues, but we
have not finalized the form that will take.

Cheers!
S
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Record of Codes and Questions [to be completed by ERA at Meeting 2;
copies sent to Sharon and facilitator]
1. Please list all the ECEs/teachers/teams who are part of your group(s).
2. Where 2 or more ECEs/teachers are working as a single child, and will only be submitting one set
of data, you can enter them in one row, but please provide all their names (You don’t have to repeat
the question if it is the same.) If you have a large group, add rows as needed.
3. Please submit after meeting 2. If inquiry questions change after that, we’ll get them from other
sources.
4. E-MAIL AS WORD DOCUMENT PLEASE! DO NOT SCAN THIS ONE!
SD #
ECE/Teacher
names:
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School Name:

CR4YR
CHILD
CODE

Initial inquiry question:

Case Study: the Cover Sheet
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Filled out during the second meeting by ECE/teacher/team
This page is primarily designed to help you (a) plan, (b) track what happens, (c) look
back and reflect on changes.
“Baseline”
One per child—if 2-3 of you are working together focusing on the same child, just one
cover sheet
You can work on this as a paper document or an electronic document (WORD) during
the meeting, but you will be submitting it as an electronic document.
Record just key points – these are modified, ‘mini’ cases – not full case records.
Remember that your record will be one of over 80 that we will combine and synthesize
– we want your highlights. (One of our mottoes is: Collect less; think more.)
Please keep a copy of the cover sheet for your use and reference throughout the
project
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Case Study: Cover sheet [Electronic version. Complete at meeting 2]
Attach any evidence or samples that help to create a picture of the child at this point – but not too many! (Collect less; think more!)

Program/School

District

ECE/Teacher name or psuedonym

Child’s code

Child’s name or psuedonym

Birthdate (Day/Mo/Yr)

Gender
M/F

ELL/ESL
Yes/No

Aboriginal
Yes/No

1. Why did you/your team choose this child? (point form; key points only)
2. List the first FIVE words or phrases that come to mind when you think about this child today. In doing this, consider the
“whole” child – all domains and aspects.

3. What strengths, capacities, and/or “passions” do you see in this child? (at least 3)

Note: please include strengths from any domain or aspect, including social-emotional; self-regulation; physical/motor; aesthetics; passionate
interests; literacy; numeracy; communication; thin king)

4. The child’s voice. Pease talk with the child about his/her strengths, interests and relationships. and activities and
relationships. Include all domains. See sample questions attached. Please attach any interview notes to this form.
5. OBSERVATIONS OF SOCIAL AND PERSONAL COMPETENCE
Observations. Please observe the child carefully and write ONE sentence about strengths you observe in each of the
following areas. Try to give a specific example for each. (Note: these are connected to the BC Core Competencies of
Personal and Social Competence. ) It is early in the year, and you may not see evidence of all of these. Where you don’t,
just indicate “not observed yet”. But keep looking!
Note: Use the recording form attached for this section.

Personal and social competence is the set of abilities that relate to children’s identity in the world,
both as individuals and as members of their community and society. Personal and social competency
encompasses the abilities children need to thrive as individuals, to understand and care about
themselves and others, and to find and achieve their purposes in the world. (Ministry of Education)
Note that are more detailed definitions and examples at
https://curriculum.gov.bc.ca/competencies
We have chosen 7 facets of social and personal competence as a focus. These connect to both the Early
Learning Framework and The BC Core Competencies. You will be collecting observations on these
before meetings throughout the study.
• Buildng relationships; friends
• Kindness and empathy - caring for others
• Personal wel-being – sense of joy and happiness
• Sense of identity – “who I am”
•
Self-regulation - connecting actions/results; taking responsibility
• Contributing to classroom community
• Sense of personal agency - self-efficacy; advocates for self; addresses own needs
6. Please add any other comments, notes or observations you wish.
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Case Study: Cover sheet [Hard copy version. Complete at meeting 2]
Attach any evidence or samples that help to create a picture of the child at this point – but not too many! (Collect less; think more!)

Program/School

District

ECE/Teacher name or psuedonym

Child’s code

Child’s name or psuedonym

Birthdate (Day/Mo/Yr)

Gender
M/F

ELL/ESL
Yes/No

Aboriginal
Yes/No

1. Why did you/your team choose this child? (point form; key points only)

2. List the first FIVE words or phrases that come to mind when you think about this child today. In doing this, consider the
“whole” child – all domains and aspects.

3. What strengths, capacities, and/or “passions” do you see in this child? (at least 3)

Note: please include strengths from any domain or aspect, including social-emotional; self-regulation; physical/motor; aesthetics; passionate
interests; literacy; numeracy; communication; thin king)

4. . The child’s voice. Pease talk with the child about his/her strengths, interests and relationships. and activities and
relationships. Include all domains. See sample questions attached. Please attach any interview notes to this form.
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5. OBSERVATIONS OF SOCIAL AND PERSONAL COMPETENCE (attached)
Observations. Please observe the child carefully and write ONE sentence about strengths you observe in each of the
following areas. Try to give a specific example for each. (Note: these are connected to the Early Learning Framework
and to the BC Core Competencies of Personal and Social Competence. ) It is early in the year, and you may not see
evidence of all of these. Where you don’t, just indicate “not observed yet”. But keep looking!
Note: Use the recording form attached for this section.

Personal and social competence is the set of abilities that relate to children’s identity in the world,
both as individuals and as members of their community and society. Personal and social competency
encompasses the abilities children need to thrive as individuals, to understand and care about
themselves and others, and to find and achieve their purposes in the world. (Ministry of Education)
Note that are more detailed definitions and examples at
https://curriculum.gov.bc.ca/competencies
We have chosen 7 facets of social and personal competence as a focus. You will be collecting
observations on these before meetings throughout the study.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Buildng relationships; friends
Kindness and empathy - caring for others
Personal wel-being – sense of joy and happiness
Sense of identity – “who I am”
Self-regulation - connecting actions/results; taking responsibility
Contributing to classroom community
Sense of personal agency - self-efficacy; advocates for self; addresses own needs

6. Please add any other comments, notes or observations you wish.
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ECE/Teacher/child Code ______________ Date _________________________
OBSERVATIONS OF SOCIAL AND PERSONAL COMPETENCE: CR4YC
Between now and the next meeting, please observe the child carefully and write ONE sentence about strengths you
observe in each of the following areas. Try to give a specific example for each. (Note: these are connected to the BC
Early Learning Framework and to Core Competencies of Personal and Social Competence) Please date each
observation. It is a short time, and you may not see evidence of all of these. Where you don’t, just indicate “not
observed yet”. But keep looking!
SR=Social responsibility; PAR=Personal Awareness and Responsibiliyt; PPCI=Positive Personal and Cultural Identity.
WB&B=Well-being a& Belonging; SR&D = Social Responsibility & Diversity; E&C = Exploration & Creativity
Area
Relationships/friendships
CC: SR
ELF: WB&B
Kindness/empathy
(caring for others)
CC:SR
ELF: SR&D
Sense of joy and
happiness
CC: PAR
ELF: E&C
Sense of identity – “who I
am”
CC: PPCI
ELF: WB&B; SR&D
Self-regulation (connect
actions to results; take
responsibility)
CC: PAR
ELF: WB& B
Contributing to classroom
community
CC: SR
ELF: SR&D
Sense of personal efficacy
(advocates for self;
addresses own needs)
CC: PAR
ELF: WB&B
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One observation with example

Questions arising from this
observation – what do you
wonder about?

Sample questions and prompts
For child.
• I’ve noticed that you are good at …. (give specific example from that day.) Tell me about
two other things you are good at.
•

What do you like to do with your friends? Like to do with friends? (Maybe prompt to draw
about this and then talk about?)
o Activities enjoy with family (or ask parent?)
o By yourself

•

Prompt by recalling/talking about some things the class has been learning. Then, ask “Tell
me about something you have learned or learned to do. Maybe something you learned at
home. (More talk about could be about playground …) How did you learn? Who helped?
What parts were hard?)

•

I saw you help (me/other child) with … yesterday. You were a good helper. How do you
help at home? At school? Your friends? (just pick one of these) Do you like helping?

•

What celebrations do you do with your family? (If relevant, mention a celebration that has
happened at school.) Prompt for details. (Do you have special food? Do you have visitors?
What makes it special?

•

If child is FN, start by asking some “easy” questions about belonging” – What is the name
of the place where you live? (Your street? Your community? Your school?) What is your
family name? (If there is an important landmark such as a river or lake, ask for its name.)
Then ask, “What is the name of your clan or crest? Can you describe it for me?” – note:
don’t prompt or push too much – some children may want to give you a lot of information
and that’s great. Others may just say” I don’t know” or give a one-word answer and that’s
fine too.

For parents
- similar kinds of questions – stay in strengths. For example:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tell me about something that makes (child) feel proud of himself/herself.
What makes …. Happy and joyful? What makes him/her smile, laugh and show
excitement? (consider showing the boy and the camel as an example of joy.)
What are some ways … like to help at home? (Prompt if child has siblings “Does he/she
like to help younger children in the family or neighbourhood? ng
Who does he/she play with? What games and activities do they play?
What other activities does he/she enjoy doing with your family?
Who are his/her most important relationships? (prompt for details)
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Recording and Reflecting: Meetings 3, 4, 5
•

You will complete one of these sheets (for each ECE/teacher/class) at each of meetings 3, 4, 5,
and 6

•

At each meeting, the ECE/teacher or team shares and records a specific incident/observation
that furthers understanding of teaching and supporting young children’s social and emotional
development. You can choose to focus on the “wonder child” or on a group of children (or the
whole class.) It can be a specific activity or lesson; a specific strategy/approach, etc. Although
the approach may be relatively general (e.g., “We talked about what it feels like when
someone is kind to you …”), the observation should be about a specific incident (e.g., Later
that week I noticed …. I asked …….. they told me …)

•

Try to bring a sample – visual, written, audio – that helps illustrate what you noticed, and can
be shared and discussed with the group. Samples really help to clarify and further discussion,
even if you do not submit them to us.

•

Don’t try to tell everything – just a quick, point-form record of what happened.

•

This record should be directly connected to your question.

•

A key part of the case study and of the project, lies in the last two questions:
o What did you learn not only about this child/group, but also about teaching and
learning for social and personal competence?
o What next?

•

You/your team can choose to complete it as a hard copy or electronically (word document
much preferred). If you do it as a hard copy, please scan it so we can receive it electronically.
If you do it electronically, feel free to alter the format (i.e., you might want to just pose the 4
questions in a list and answer each in turn, rather than record in the quadrants)

•

Facilitators/ERAs will submit these electronically after each meeting. If you are including a
sample of child work, it will need to be scanned or photographed.
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Recording and Reflecting on Teaching/Support (Meetings 3, 4, 5, 6)
ECE/Teacher

Date

Inquiry question

Context: What did you do? (point-form only. If you
used specific resources, list them.)

Observation. What happened? What did you notice
about the child/group’s reaction and learning (e.g.,
emotional reaction, engagement; comprehension; metacognition;
self-regulation; confidence)

React and interpret: What did you and
your team learn (a) about working with this
child/group (b) about teaching and learning
generally?
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Reflect and Plan: What will you and your team do
next to support this child/group? Where appropriate,
briefly note the reasons for your choice/decision.

